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LONDON:  A Russian wanted in Britain over the
death of ex-spy Alexander Litvinenko will not
appear before an inquiry into his poisoning, the
probe heard yesterday, dealing it a setback days
before its conclusion.

After several  days of  uncer tainty,  Dmitr y
Kovtun failed to give evidence via video link
from Moscow to the inquiry at London’s High
Court by a 1000 GMT deadline set by its chair-
man. Underlining his absence, the video link to
Moscow was briefly activated, showing an emp-
ty chair.

“That would seem to make the situation crys-

tal clear,” Robin Tam, one of the inquiry’s lawyers,
told the court.

Kovtun and a second Russian, Andrei Lugovoi,
are wanted by British police for allegedly poi-
soning Kremlin critic Litvinenko in a London
hotel on November 1, 2006 using tea laced with
polonium-210,  a  radioac t ive  i sotope.   The
inquiry is a source of tension in British-Russian
relations, along with the conflict in Ukraine, last
year’s downing of Malaysia Airlines flight MH17
in eastern Ukraine and repeated instances of
Russian military aircraft flying close to British air-
space.

The inquiry received the first indication on
Friday that Kovtun may not give evidence but
gave him time over the weekend to change his
mind.  The businessman said he would be com-
mitting an offence under Russian law if he testi-
fied unless he secured permission from authori-
ties in Moscow.  “I will not be able to give testi-
mony today, tomorrow or the day after tomor-
row,” Kovtun told Russia’s Interfax news agency
on Monday.  Kovtun has previously denied mur-
dering Litvinenko and claimed that the ex-spy
accidentally poisoned himself. The Litvinenko
inquiry started its hearings in January and is due

to hear closing submissions this week.
It is due to report its findings by the end of

the year.  Robert Owen, the high court judge
who chairs the inquiry, said he was determined
that it should not be “further disrupted”.  “This
unhappy sequence of events drives me to the
conclusion either that Mr Kovtun never in truth
intended to give evidence and that this has
been a charade,” he said.

“Alternatively, if he has at some stage been
genuine in his expressed intention to give evi-
dence, obstacles have been put in the way of his
doing so.” — AFP

Litvinenko suspect a no-show at UK poisoning inquiry

LONDON: A British peer who had
been in charge of parliamentary
ethics quit the House of Lords yes-
terday after allegedly snorting
cocaine off a prostitute’s breasts,
fuelling calls for reform of the
unelected upper chamber.

Lord John Sewel, 69, apologised
for the “pain and embarrassment”
caused after the Rupert Murdoch-
owned Sun newspaper published
pictures of him apparently taking
drugs and wearing an orange bra
and studded leather jacket as he
chatted to two sex workers.

The images also showed him
calling Prime Minister David
Cameron “facile” and “superficial”
and insulting several other senior
politicians. Scotland Yard has
launched an investigation and raid-
ed Sewel’s home at an exclusive
block of flats near the Houses of
Parliament on Monday night.

While reforming the House of
Lords is not a priority for Cameron’s
centre-right government, the case
has sparked calls in the media for
the chamber-the world’s largest leg-
islative assembly outside China-to
be slimmed down. “I have today
written to the clerk of the parlia-

ments terminating my membership
of the House of Lords,” Sewel, who
had been in charge of overseeing
the conduct of peers before the
scandal broke, said in a statement. 

“I want to apologise for the pain
and embarrassment I have caused.”
The Sun yesterday quoted the
escorts saying he snorted up to
eight lines of cocaine and described
one of their sessions.

“He slipped into a woman’s blue
dress and applied lipstick and eye-
liner to engage in depraved sex
games too obscene to report in a
family newspaper,” the tabloid said.

‘Bloated’ House of Lords 
On Monday, Cameron had ques-

tioned whether it would be “appro-
priate” for Sewel to continue
approving laws amid the “very seri-
ous allegations” against him.

The married 69-year-old, dubbed
“Lord Sewer” by The Sun, left his
£82,525 (115,000 euro, $128,000) a
year post as Lords deputy speaker
after the scandal first broke Sunday. 

He then announced Monday
that he would take a leave of
absence from the Lords but faced
growing pressure to step down

entirely. Several British newspapers
said yesterday that changes were
needed to the House of Lords,
made up of 783 peers who can
claim a £300 daily attendance
allowance, in the wake of the case. 

Most members are former minis-
ters appointed by their own politi-
cal parties and Cameron is report-
edly set to create a string of new
peers from his Conservative party to
give him a majority in the upper
chamber, which scrutinises and rub-
ber stamps legislation.

The Daily Mirror, The Sun’s main
tabloid rival, launched a campaign
yesterday to get rid of all unelected
peers.

Meanwhile, The Times said the
House of Lords was “bloated” and its
numbers should be reduced.

“An unelected chamber with
esoteric practices and a median age
of about 70 cannot afford to enter
the public consciousness only when
its members are embroiled in scan-
dal,” it said in an editorial.

String of previous breaches 
Leader of the House of Lords

Baroness Tina Stowell acknowl-
edged the importance of public

perceptions of the chamber as she
welcomed Sewel’s resignation.

“For the House of Lords to earn
the confidence of the public, all of
us must respect the privileges that
come with a peerage and recognise
that, because we are unelected, it is
especially important to meet the
standards the public have a right to
expect,” she said.

Sewel is a former academic and
local politician in northeast
Scotland who was appointed as a
junior agriculture minister in Tony
Blair’s centre-left Labour govern-
ment in 1997. 

He gave up the Labour whip in
2012 when he took on the job of
overseeing the conduct of peers.

Ironically, Sewel oversaw the
introduction of a new system under
which peers can be ejected from
the House of Lords for breaching a
code of conduct.  Previously, only
the monarch could eject them.

Ten members of the Lords have
been temporarily suspended since
2009 for breaches including abus-
ing the expenses system and being
caught by undercover reporters
offering to lobby for private compa-
nies. — AFP
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KIEV:  Ukraine’s truce monitors reported
yesterday coming under “targeted” fire in
the past few days in incidents that have
forced them to review future operations
in the war-torn state.  The Organisation
for the Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE) remains at the heart of
global efforts to end the 15-month con-
flict between Western-backed Kiev and
pro-Russian insurgents that has already
claimed more than 6,500 lives.

The Cold War-era peace enforcement
body reports ceasefire violations and
arranges periodic talks involving the war-
ring sides and Russia aimed at salvaging
an often-ignored truce signed in February
with the help of the leaders of Germany
and France.

But its Special Monitoring Mission
(SMM) — comprising almost 500 mem-
bers who are mostly based in the sepa-
ratist east-said the number of incidents in
which its teams have come under attack
has grown.  “In the past days the SMM has
faced three separate, targeted security
incidents in certain locations in the con-
flict zone,” deputy mission chief
Alexander Hug told reporters in Kiev.

“In response to security incidents over
past days SMM is reviewing its monitor-
ing operations in certain locations.”

Hug said one of the team leaders suf-
fered a slight head injury and was flown

to Kiev for treatment after being caught
in an exchange of heavy gun and sniper
fire in a town about 100 kilometres (60
miles) south of the separatists’ de facto
capital Donetsk. Monday’s incident in
Shyrokyne came a day after another team
escaped unharmed from a similar cease-
fire violation in the Donetsk region town
of Shchastya.

The mission refused to say which side
was to blame.  Both government soldiers
and the rebels accuse the other of daily
truce breaches that officials said had
killed at least three  people-including two
civilians-since Monday evening.

Rebel commander Eduard Basurin
accused Kiev on Tuesday of “paralysing”
the work of the Western monitors.

“We fully guarantee the safety of the
SMM observers,” he was quoted as saying
by Interfax.

But the mission itself accuses the
insurgents of limiting its access to some
suspected rebel bases and often blocking
the passage of its teams.  Kiev and the
West accuse Russia of orchestrating and
supporting the conflict in retaliation for
last year’s ouster in Kiev of a Moscow-
backed leadership. Russia denies the
charges and accuses the United States
and its European allies of fuelling the
overthrow of Moscow-friendly govern-
ments in former Soviet republics. — AFP

Ukraine monitors report 
coming under ‘fire’LAGOS: Nigeria’s new President Muhammadu

Buhari is set to make his first official visit to one-
time enemy Cameroon yesterday to ease ten-
sions and bolster support for a multinational

army to fight the Boko Haram uprising that has
spilled across borders.

The long-anticipated diplomacy comes eight
weeks after Buhari visited neighboring Niger

and Chad. All three countries are contributing
to the force.

Hard feelings date back to a 1980s land dis-
pute. More recently, Nigeria accused Cameroon
of doing little to prevent Boko Haram from
using their territory as a refuge.

Cameroon saw Buhari’s failure to visit earlier
as a snub, and its president, Paul Biya, didn’t to
attend his May inauguration.

“The two countries are intertwined and have
no choice but to have a relationship to deal with
Boko Haram,” said Chris Fomunyoh, an analyst
with the Washington-based National
Democratic Institute.

On Monday, Boko Haram killed at least 29
people in two Christian villages in northeast
Nigeria, while in Cameroon, suicide bombings
claimed 60 lives over the past week. Some
20,000 people have died in the 6-year-old
uprising.

Cameroonian authorities Sunday ordered the
closure of mosques in the north and banned
child beggars after one attack involved a 10-
year-old posing as one.

“Those are the last kicks of a dying monster,”
said Cameroon’s Defense Minister Edgar Alain
Mebe Ngo’o yesterday.

The insurgency has consistently rebounded
after major setbacks, however. Multinational
troops earlier this year forced the extremists out
of towns they had held, but now, Nigerian politi-
cians say Boko Haram is again seizing territory.
Buhari has said an 8,700-strong multinational
army will become fully operational next month,
delayed for months by lack of funding depend-
ent on a UN Security Council resolution. — AP

Nigerian president 
visits Cameroon

ABUJA: In this file photo taken Friday, May 29, 2015, former General and Nigerian President,
Muhammadu Buhari, arrives for his Inauguration at the eagle square in Abuja, Nigeria.
Nigeria’s new President Muhammadu Buhari makes his first official visit to one-time enemy
Cameroon yesterday to ease tensions and bolster support for a regional army to fight the
Boko Haram Islamic uprising that is spilling across borders, his spokesman and Cameroon’s
defense minister said. — AP

ADDIS ABABA/NAIROBI:  Judging by the
applause at the African Union headquarters,
Barack Obama hit a chord when he took aim
at the continent’s ‘Big Men’, telling them they
should quit when their time was up - especial-
ly since most have the cash to retire comfort-
ably. In joining African reformists who
demand term limits be observed, the US pres-
ident was lining up squarely against
entrenched leaders from Congo Republic to
Rwanda and Burundi who are intent on
extending their years in power.

For Obama, the arguments that war-
scarred populations are fearful of chaos after
strong leaders depart, as has been the case in
North Africa and the Middle East, do not hold
true. “I don’t understand why people wanna
stay so long - especially when they’ve got a
lot of money,” he said, going off script and
drawing cheers in the audience on a conti-
nent with a history of “Big Men” long-accused
of siphoning off state funds.

“I’ll be honest with you: I’m looking for-
ward to life after being president,” he said,
anticipating more time with his family and
dropping the “big security detail” once his sec-
ond and final term ends in about 18 months. “I
actually think I’m a pretty good president and
if I run I could win - but I can’t,” he said in the
AU’s main chamber, named after Nelson
Mandela, the South African leader who
brought down apartheid but stepped aside
after four years in office, his reputation intact.

On a more serious, scripted note, Obama
pointed specifically at Burundi, a nation
plunged into its worst crisis since a civil war
ended in 2005 because of President Pierre
Nkurunziza’s bid for a third term in office.

Earlier this month, Nkurunziza swept a
presidential election that Washington said
lacked credibility because of weeks of vio-
lence and an opposition boycott. The United
States and other donors have halted some aid
to the desperately poor nation.

Yet Burundi has also exposed the limits of
US pressure.  Washington and other Western
powers spent months threatening and cajol-
ing Nkurunziza, only for the rebel-turned-
politician to cite a court ruling saying he could
run - and go right ahead.

Pressure points
The problem for the United States and oth-

ers is finding leverage over leaders who
Western diplomats say put personal gain over
national concerns. Some may also fear the
safest option after contentious years in power
is to stay on.

“It is incredible. This leverage doesn’t seem
to work, at least on the real people involved,”
said one senior diplomat in Burundi, while
cutting aid hurt the public, not the powerful.
The “Big Men” sometimes hold a trump card
too: the threat of what came before them, an
often unspoken but real public worry.

Rwanda’s Paul Kagame, nearing the end of
a second seven-year term in 2017, led rebels
into Kigali in 1994 to end a genocide.  Even
when not president, he was seen as the power
behind the throne. Backed by public petitions,
parliament voted in July for a referendum to
change the constitution and let him run
again.

Western diplomats say it is difficult to
determine the sincerity of calls for him to stay
on given restrictions on the media. But
Kagame can boast of turning Rwanda from a
killing field into exemplar of development.

“As long as the economic bicycle keeps
going forward and doesn’t topple over, every-
one is in for the ride. But if it does slow down
you might see tensions,” said another diplo-
mat. When the people of Burkina Faso rose up
last year to eject Blaise Campaore after he
attempted to extend his 27 years in power,
diplomats said they hoped the momentum
was shifting. But in Congo Republic, the
Democratic Republic of Congo and elsewhere
leaders appear to be contemplating third
terms, to the anger of the opposition.

Obama urged the African Union to press
home the message that “nobody should be
president for life”, although analysts said the
speech to rapturous diplomats - rather than
the leaders themselves - may not have hit
home in the corridors of power in Harare or
Brazzaville.

“It’s a bit like going to Brussels without the
EU heads of state there,” said Liesl Louw-
Vaudran, an African analyst at South Africa’s
Institute of Security Studies. — Reuters

ADDIS ABABA: President Barack Obama delivers a speech to the African Union in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia yesterday. Closing a historic visit to Africa, President Barack
Obama yesterday urged the continent’s leaders to prioritize creating jobs and
opportunity for the next generation of young people or risk sacrificing future eco-
nomic potential to further instability and disorder. — AP

LONDON: In this Jan 22, 2001 file photo, John Sewel, second left, poses with his fellow new Labour peers, from left, Robert Winston, Helene
Hayman and Gordon Johnson Borrie, at Westminster, in London. A member of the House of Lords has resigned from the chamber and apolo-
gized after he was filmed in an alleged cocaine-and-sex session with prostitutes. John Sewel caved in to pressure yesterday telling parliamen-
tary officials in a statement that he was “terminating my membership of the House of Lords.” — AP
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